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1. INTRODUCTION 
The economical use of reservoir water for the generation of electric power 
as well as for irrigational and recreational uses is an important consideration 
at all hydro-electric installations. Characterization of optimal regulation 
policies is very important, whenever possible, due to the high dimensionality 
of the problem. Using a dynamic programming model, Gessford and 
Karlin [4J were among the first to obtain the form of optimal release rules 
for an infinite dam, over finite periods of time, allowing the probability 
distributions of the input variables and the convex cost function to depend 
on time. Bather [l] has investigated the asymptotic policies for a finite dam 
under the assumptions of time-homogeneous concave utility function and 
input probability distributions when the inflow at the start of a given period 
can be used in the same period. More recently, Gablinger [3] has obtained 
the form of the optimal release rules in terms of certain critical numbers 
under piece-wise linear cost function. He suggests the use of simulation 
techniques for the determination of these critical numbers. See also [5]. 
In this paper, using the method of successive approximations, we char- 
acterize the critical numbers and return functions, associated with finite 
and infinite time horizons. This analytical characterization very naturally 
yield stopping rules for infinite time horizon and leads to substantial savings 
in computation time needed to solve large problems. 
* Work on this research was supported in part by the Office of Water Resources 
Research under Grant A-043-CAL, through the Water Resources Center, University 
of California. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Consider a reservoir with capacity c, discrete inputs {X,,} constituting a 
sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables having 
the same known probability distribution function @(.) as the random variable 
X. At the start of each period, we observe the level of the reservoir and have to 
make a decision on the release. The inflow during a period is available for 
release only at the start of the next period, so that the maximum release during 
any subinterval is c. Furthermore, the amount of hydroelectric energy 
generated is not restricted by the turbine capacity; as will be seen, the 
characterization of the critical numbers will go through in a straightforward 
manner in this case. Let II, be the release, assumed discrete, at the start of 
the nth subperiod. Then, S,,, = S, + X, - a, , is the storage level at the 
start of the (n + 1)th subperiod. It is easy to see that the sequence {S,,} 
forms a Markov chain and it is easy to construct the corresponding one-step 
transition matrix (P,,(a)) f rom @, where a is the current release. Let a, 
0 < 01 < 1, be the discount factor and let the immediate reward be specified 
by 
Y(i, a) = k,u, O<u<s, 
= k,s + k,(u - s), s<u<i, 
k, > k, > 0. 
Let V,(i, a) be the expected discounted reward for an n-period problem 
when initially the dam level is i and a release of a units is chosen at the start 
of the first period. Define V,,(i) = max,G,St V,(i, a) and let a,(i) be an 
optimal initial release, at the start of the n-period horizon. From the defini- 
tion of V, , 
V,(i) = k,i, O,(i<s, 
= k,s + k,(i - s), sci<c. 
Define s,, E 0, sr = s and q(i) = i, Vi. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
3.1. Characterization of the Optimal Policy and Return Function 
THEOREM 1. 
(i) For each n, 
V,(i) - V,(i - 1) is non&reusing in i > 1; and VU > 0 and each i, 
V,(i, a + 1) - V,(i, a) is nonincreasing in a, 
V,+,(i, a + 1) - V,+,(i, u) d v,(i, u + 1) - v,(i, u), und 
V,(i) - V,(i - 1) < V,,(i) - V,+,(i - 1). 
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(ii) 3 a nondecreasing sequence (sn}, bounded above by c, 3 the optimal 
release rule a, for the first subperiod in an n-period planning horizon has the 
f or-m :
a&) = i, 0 c< i < s, 
= s, s <: i 5; s, ) (*) 
= s + (i - sn), s, --: i < c. 
Proof. Define V,(i) = V,(c), Vi > c and n > 1. By Bellman’s principle 
of optimality [l], 
F’,(i) = A$33 r(i, a) + aE,[V+,(i + & - a)], 
where E@ is the expectation taken with respect to the random variable Xn 
having the distribution function @. 
Note that 
FI(i) - V,(i - 1) = k, 9 l,<i<s, 
= k, , s<i<c, 
and, 
l/,(i, a + 1) - V,(i, a) < VI(i, a) - VI(i, a - 1), Vi and a. 
For 0 C< z G. s, Qa < t, 
V,(i,a)- Fz(i,a- 1) =k,+orE,[VI(i+X,-a)- L;(i+X,-a+ l)] 
2 k, - LYJ+, > 0. 
Hence, a,(i) = i, i < s. Similarly, it can be shown that u?(i) > s, Vi > s. 
For a < s, 
t/‘,(i, a) - V,(i, a - 1) = k, + aEOIVI(i + -U, - a) - b;(i + XZ - a + I)] 
>k,+cuE,[VI(i+&-a-l)- T’,(i+.&--a)] 
2 V&i, a + 1) - Vz(i, u). 
Fors<a<c-1, 
Vz(i,a)- V,(i,a- l)=k,+olE,[V,(i+X,-a)- ~rI(if&--+fl)l 
> k, + olE,[VI(i+ X, - a - 1) - LTI(i+ & - a)] 
= V,(i, a + 1) - F;(i, a). 
Since [T/;(i) - VI(i - l)] is nonincreasing in i, we get, for all ~2 3 0, 
t;(i, a + 1) - V,(i, a) ,( I’*(i + 1, a + 1) - V2(i + 1, a). 
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Define s, as the first index such that E’s(; + 1, s + 1) - Va(; + 1, s) > 0. 
This implies that the optimal policy for n less than or equal to 2 is given 
by (*). Note that 
r:,(i) - T’,(i - 1) == k, = V,(i) - V,(i - I), i < s, 
2 k, = V,(i) - V,(i - I), s<i<c. 
Assume that the theorem holds for horizons of length n or less. Clearly, by 
preceding analysis, the theorem holds for n < 2. For 0 < i < s, and a < i, 
ten+Ji, a) - Vn+l(i, a - 1) 
= k, + dZo[Vn(i + X,,, - u) - V,(i + X,,, - a + l)] 
> k, - olkl 3 0. 
Hence a n+l(i> = i, VO < i ,< s. Similarly, u,+,(i) > s, Vi > s. For i > s and 
a 3 s, 
V,+,(i, a + 1) - ~n+~(i, 4 
= k, + d&,[Vn(i + Xn+l - a - 1) - V,(i + X,+, - a)] 
< k, + aE,[Vn-l(i + S, - a - 1) - I’,-,(i + X, - a)] 
= V,(i, a $- 1) - t’,(i, a), 
where the inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis and since X,,, 
and X, are independent and identically distributed random variables. In 
particular, letting a equal to s, we get s,+r 3 s, . Since [V,(i) - V,(i - I)] 
is nonincreasing in i, [Vn+l(i, a + 1) - V,+,(;, u)] is nondecreasing Va > 0 
and [Ij7l+r(i) - V,+,(i - l)] is nonincreasing in i. In addition, since 
Vn+,(i, a + 1) - 1’ n+l(i, a) = Vn+& + 1, a +- 2) - V,+,(i + 1, a + l), 
(*) holds for the (n + 1)-p eriod planning horizon. Note that 
l,rn+l(i) - T/,+,(i - 1) = V,(i) - Vn(i - 11, 
for 1 < i < s and s,+i <i<c. Fors+ 1 <i<s,, 
V,+,(i) - Vn+l(i - 1) = otE,[r,(i + Xn+l - s) - v,(i - 1 + ;k’,+~ - s)l 
> rxE,[Vn’,_,(i + x, - s) - V,(i - 1 + x, - s)] 
= V,(i) - Vn(i - 1). 
For s, < i d snfl , 
17,+,(i) - V,+,(i - 1) > k, = V,(i) - V,(i - 1) * II . 
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THEOREM 2. The sequence {An> is nonincreasing, zchere A, is the smallest 
integer such that 
VJi) -- I,‘,(i - 1) < V+l(i - A,) - V,-,(i -~ 1 - A,), Vi. (**) 
For each n, s,+~ - s, <A,. Furthermore, 3 integers n’ and n”, n’ $1.: n”, 
3s, = s,’ Vu > n’ and Qn 3 n”, A, is either 0 or 1. -41~0, A,- = 0 is a su$icient 
condition for s, , the critical number for an infkite horizon problem, to be equal 
to S,*f . 
Proof. Define d, = s1 - s,, , A, = s, - s1 . Since, the maximum rate of 
return is h, , it is easy to see that sa - s1 < s1 ~- se, = A, Also, note that 
(sa - sl) is the smallest integer such that (**) holds for n = 2. Assume that 
the theorem holds for planning horizons up to n. Then, 
~‘n+,(s, -t A, + 1, s + 1) - ri,+,(s, + A, + 1, s) 
= k, + &s[Vn(sn + A, - s + -Y,+,) - rrn(s, + A, + 1 - s + J-n,,)] 
2 h, + aE,[T/‘,&, - s + Xn) - V,(s, t 1 - s + A-,)] > 0. 
Hence, s,~+~ - s, < A, . 
For 1 <iis+Ad,, 
For s + I + A,, < i < s,+~, 
r/‘,+,(i) - b’v,+,(i - 1) 
= CYE,[VJ~ - s + X,,,) - V,(i - 1 - s + X,,,)] 
< arE,[V,-l(i - A, - s f  X,) - Izy,-l(i - 1 - A, - s + X,)] 
= b,(i - A,) - V,(i - 1 - A.). 
Hence A R+l < A, . Since the sequences (s,}, {A,} are monotone and bounded, 
3n’ and nn 3 s, = S,J Qn > n’ and A, = A,- Vn > n”; s,+~ - s, < A, 
implies n” > n’. Furthermore, since for each i, {Vn(i) - VJi - I)} is 
nondecreasing and bounded from above by R, , it has a limit, say 
[V&i) - Va(i - I)] nonincreasing in i. This implies in conjunction with the 
preceding argument, that A,- ~(0, 1). Since s,,+r - s, K A,, , A, = 0 
implies s, = s, 
LEMMA. Let 0 < OL < 1, andfor some n, suppose that s,, = s,,+~ . Let 
E = rnTx{[P7Ji) - V,(i - l)] - [V,-,(i) - V,-,(i - l)]), 
and 
E’ = mjn{[V,(i) - T/,(i - l)] - [V,-,(i) - L’,-I(i - l)]). 
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A suficient condition for s, = s, is that 
V& + I, s + 1) - V&n + 1,s) > 4(1 - 4 
If s, = s, , then 
V,(s, + 1, s + 1) - V,(s + 1, s) > e’CX/(l - CX). 
Proof. By hypothesis, Vi 
VJi) - V,(i - 1) < V,-,(i) - V,-,(i - I) + E, 
V,(i) - V,(i - 1) 3 V,,(i) - V&i - 1) + E’. 
Examining V,+,(i) - V,+,(i - I), for s + 1 < i < s, , we get, for m 3 0 
and integer, 
Vn+,(i) - V,+& - 1) < Vndl(i) - V,Ji - 1) + $J CA, 
j=O 
Vn+m(i) - V,+,(i - 1) Z V,,(i) - V,-,(i - 1) + $J c&‘. 
j=O 
Since 
sn+7n =s,ev n+m(S, + 1, s + 1) - ~w?&a + 19 4 3 09 
the result follows. 
Remark. Let {d(j)} be the probability mass function corresponding to @. 
If $( j) is nondecreasing in j, for 0 <j < c, then it can be shown along the 
lines of Theorem 2 that d, = s, - sner . 
3.2. Summary of the Algorithm 
For the computation of s, , we need to keep in the core s,-r , A,-, and 
[V,,-,(i) - V,-,(i - l)] for 1 < i < c, besides the values OL, k, , k, and 
{C(j)). Alternatively, since s, - s,-~ < s2 - s, , Vn > 2, A, may be com- 
puted only when s, = s,-~, to check for the optimality of s, for the infinite 
time horizon. 
(a) Define 
v&l - V,(i- 1) =kl, 1 <iis, 
= 2, k s<i<c, 
and s, = s. If CY < k,/k, , then s, E s, Vrz. Go to (d). Else, go to (b). 
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(b) Determination of s,: Note that s,-r < s, <. s,-r + A,. Since, 
I/,(;, s + 1) - Jl,,(i, s) 
= k, - CY /kl@(2S - i) + SE1 [I’~-l(j) -- I,& - l)] d(j -1 s - i) 
i=st1 
+ k,[@(c + s - i) - @(snpl + s - i)] !  
1' 
is monotone nondecreasing in i, use bisection technique to obtain s, . 
(c) Determination of optimum value function: 
Vn(i) - J’,(i - 1) = k, , l<i<S, 
= 2, k S,$-l<i<C. 
For s < i .< s, , 
V,(i) - T;,(i - 1) 
I 
%-I 
= OL k,@(2s - i) + c [V,-,(j) - V&j - l)] @(j + s - i) 
j=C?fl 
+ kJ@(c + s - i) - @(s,-, + s - i)][ . 
Compute 
and hence V,(i) Vi. Ifs, = s,-i and the sufficiency condition of the lemma are 
satisfied, go to (d); else return to (b). 
(d) s, = s,. Compute V,+l(0). 
Tn+l(i> = hi + in+,, i < s. 
For s + 1 ,< i < s, , 
16,(i) = k,s + a [go vn(i - s + A 4(j)] 9 
V,+,(i) = ~n+l(sml + (i - ~1 k, , s,+1,(i,(c. 
Continue until 
V,,,(i) = V,(i), Vi. 
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